Greetings to all our Satanic Family and People.

I have to thank the customers of my services for giving me the necessary free time by not acting selfishly and impolitely, for tolerating delay, so I could make this Documentary for our Satanic family to see. This was extremely important to know.

For those who don't have time to read, here is the Documentary:

https://odysee.com/@Commander.Cobra.666:5/Gen_Europe:1

I heeded everyone's corrections and tried to make the subtitles and everything far better. This looks gladly improved from the other productions, for sure.

It is tragic that documentaries like that are 'triggering' the social media and the small brained people. While all the terrorists and many other psychopaths are freely roaming in all of these social media, Facebook, Youtube and everywhere else. These are their organization platforms of course. If anything points at the jews, that's the *ONLY* problem. There are videos in Jewtube where islamics call for OPEN JIHAD, and these have millions of views. But who cares, right? It's okay so long as it's not "Whites" and "Jew wise" persons posting things, or other serious crimes like... QUESTIONING THE HOLOCAUST.

Only the safety of the "CHOSEN" is paramount. All others have to fill the graves, the jails, and their 'criticism' and false ideas require a beheading or worse. That's the jewish 1984 we are living in. Teens and children get raped in Europe and radical pisslaments don't receive any penalty, but people who question the Holocaust go to jail on rotting sentences.

Otherwise, Radical Islamic formulating weaponry, riots, and killing sprees, is just fine for all these 'media giants'. For these there is no problem, they use all the "media" they want of course. Because who owns these? Those who also own these 'organizations'...

We live in 1984 - that should be OBVIOUS.

This is the thing: these things are evolving and advancing, and unless these things stop, civilization will be forced to sink. In some places this is an everyday reality now.

Iraq, Iran, and Syria, all these places were progressing in civilization, until the enemy decided to make their Greater Israel. Now the Middle East is created into an incessant warzone. All caused by the jewish created groups of mad people in the region. This phenomenon is also pushed in Europe and the USA through immigration and radicalization of Gentiles, and ultimately turning them against one another, etc....
Needless to say, what happens in the Middle East, and against people there, is horrible. All this is owned, run, and created by the Jews. This has multiple effects, and Jews use these. The Jews have created a deadly force with the ((("ISIS"))) which was created by them. The reason for such is to kill innocent Gentiles, and wipe out their old-time enemy from the region: Satan and the Pagan Gods.

This has always been the Jewish goal. This is why the war in Iraq happened, the Syrian torture, all with the higher aim to create the state of "Greater Israel".

Everyone needs to watch this, share this, and enjoy this documentary. It will not be all joy, but it will be all facts... It is gruesome and very saddening. This is a comprehensive documentary on what is going on in the Middle East and where this leads.

This deals with the Yezidis, our beliefs, and The Genocide of Indo-European Culture and Races. Be prepared for a reality shock. The Yezidis are people who worship Satan/Malek Taus/Odin/Shiva, or HOWEVER one wants to name the Grand God. They are chased all over the globe and wanted dead by the Jewish puppet group of ((("ISIS"))).

You will see what happens when Jews get power, straight in the video. The Jewish created, funded and trained "ISLAMIC STATE", based on the Islamic Abrahamic religion, butchers and enslaves women, innocent children and brutalizes everyone.

IF THESE PHENOMENONS ARE NOT STOPPED, CIVILIZATION WILL BE DESTROYED COMPLETELY... This sort of phenomenon is coming to Europe.

I am also preparing another film on what is going on with Islamic and Christian (Jew forced) civil war in Africa. In short, THE JEWS ARE OUR MISFORTUNE!

This problem has to be dealt with SPIRITUALLY and with ENLIGHTENMENT of the people. So that they are fought at the core level. Intellectual resistance and spiritual revolution is NECESSARY.

Needless to say, these are the reasons we are doing the RTR's. To stop this madness and Jewish domination of the world, which implies all these people have to die, get massacred, radicalized, all in the service of the Jewish wet-dream of world domination.

Watch and Download this Documentary! You can repost it if it gets down, but until then, there is no need for this. We can share, promote, and push this incessantly. I have done such on the other documentary, and because many of our people did share, by some tweaks, it had a CUMULATIVE effect. Nothing can keep us from spreading these and unmasking the enemy of what sadists and psychopaths they are.

The Genocide of Indo-European Culture and Races [Full Documentary]

https://odysee.com/@Commander.Cobra.666:5/Gen_Europe:1

LASTLY: Keep up with the RTR's. This COULD BE ANY SATANISTS, as many people have ended up in the Inquisition and WORSE. By our hand, we must make sure this will
never happen, and with the power of the Gods which we express, WE WILL FLATTEN SPIRITUALLY THE ENEMY COMPLETELY!
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